Why do Bots fail?
Well, Bots fail because some change was introduced in some aspect
of the process or in the input or the applications that the Bot
traversed.
Most often, an upcoming change to the process, input form or
application ecosystem does not get relayed to the owner of the Bot
(or the maintenance department). Had this been known to the
concerned team, they would take care of evaluating the impact this
change could have on the Bot’s ability to do its job. Think of this like
getting a flu shot before the cold season.
What is the impact?
The impact of a Bot breakdown depends on,
How long will it take to get the Bot working back again?
Do the SLA’s allow for this work to be pending for that long?
Is there a team on standby that can get this work done to meet the
SLA’s?
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Apart from this immediate impact, the team would also have to
deal with the changed performance statistics of the Bot.
A recent study by leading analysts, projects that about 45% of
organizations deal with Bot breakdowns on a weekly basis,
leading to lower customer experience. Employees end up putting
in extra efforts to service the customers, bringing down the
overall employee experience, as well.
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How do we prepare for this?
Can we prevent this situation from occurring? Yes, it is possible.
The following three levers can make the Bots, failure-proof.
Resilient Automation Design
Auto Detection Bots
Make the Bots resilient to change. Identify the potential for
change in process, application, and input at every stage of

For your critical processes, have your Bot’s twin run test cycles

automation – right from the feasibility assessment, process

every day in the non-production region. Should this twin Bot fail

design, and solution design. Encourage the automation team,

to process due to any system change, it will alert the Bot’s IT

business team to test for those potential failure points, ensuring

owner. The IT team can then assess the impact of the issue and

that Bot can navigate through those anomalies, and there is an

take necessary corrective action by collaborating with the

apt recourse mechanism, manual intervention etc. to recover.

Business team and the change owner. This eliminates any
possibility of an uncoordinated application change bringing

The nuances of the process are often missed out at the time of

down the Bot.

feasibility assessment and process design, because there is an
overt reliance on Automation Analysts to capture info from set

The effectiveness of this lever is dependent on your change

of SMEs or Operators. This is where we have seen most of the

response velocity, which will be strongly driven by the

gaps surface since the SMEs did not share all the details willingly

nimbleness of your automation platform, the automation design

or unknowingly or the Automation team failed to interpret or

and Dev-Ops pipeline in place. SLK’s automation platform Avo

uncover detail. We recommend using data driven tools (like

Assist, coupled with best practices and checklists on design &

SLK’s Avo Discover) to aid the process assessment and process

dev-ops, enables automation teams to keep the velocity high.

design to plug this orifice of leaks.
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How do we prepare for this?
Production
Application A - V2.0

Production Bots

Application B V3.0

Prep For
Application A - V2.1

Pre-Prod / UAT
Application A - V2.1

Application B V3.0

Daily Automated
Bot Run

Pre-Production / UAT Bots

Send Notifications To Bot
Maintenance Team If
There Any Process Fails

Bot Maintenance Team
Analyse And Initiate
Change Management
Steps

Application A
Promoted To V2.1

Development
Application A - V2.1

Application B V3.0

Ongoing continuous Pre-Prod
Runs for Bot Continuity

Change Management and Governance
Have a clear and well-defined governance structure within the organization to assess changes being brought within the process and
applications. The organization should have a defined checklist to evaluate the impact to automated processing due to the proposed
change. The Bot’s ownership lies with both business and IT, so have these parents look out for their wards on what could come their way.
Providing them a place at governance reviews will enable them to take necessary precautions for the Bots in their purview.
These levers will work well if a culture of automation exists in the organization. Employees from both sides of the aisle, business and IT should
work hand in hand to consider these Bots as one of their own to have them delivering value.
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Conclusion

Bots could fail for a variety of reasons, making it hard for you to
service your customers. While organizations could keep a team on
standby to pitch in when the Bot fails, but it defeats the original
purpose of automaton.
We recommend building a safety net for the Bots that will help avoid
any breakdown, by designing for known issues, potential issues and
for those that are not known - catch them early and address them.
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